
Classic Screwless Plate Wiring Accessories



Classic Screwless Ranges

Welcome to our stunning, screwless, light switch & 
plug sockets. Part of an extensive range of screwless 
wiring accessories that will enlighten all parts of your 
home.

No screw holes are visible on the front plate.

This beautiful screwless range includes USB plug 
sockets, light switches, dimmers, toggle/dolly light 
switches, 13A fused spurs, cooker sockets, TV aerial & 
telephone sockets.

Available finishes:

Antique Brass

Bronze

Satin Brass

Vintage Brass

Old Brass

Antique Copper

Black Nickel

Matt Black

Polished Chrome 

Brushed/Satin Chrome

15 Year Guarantee

Plate Thickness: 4.5mm

Plug Sockets: 25mm back box

Light Switches: 25mm back box

Toggle Switches: 35mm back box

Dimmer Switches: 35mm back box

BS1363 approved & tested

Full fitting instructions included

Dominc Du-Prat
Cross-Out
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Old Brass

This Old Brass finish has been carefully matched to original pieces of Edwardian 
brass work such as door handles and cabinetry details, giving a faithful 
representation of oxidised, un-polished, timeworn brass, with a rich, sumptuous 
honey matt patina.

These heritage switches and sockets add vintage authenticity to any well-designed 
period or historical spaces, while also working well in modern and contemporary 
settings that will benefit from eye-catching ornamental embellishment to wall and 
room features.

The plates in our Heritage range are hand finished to create an aged appearance. 
This means that no two plates look exactly the same, adding to their authentic look.

Brushed / Satin Brass

This luxury Brushed Brass carries the Savoy collection's distinctive looks and 
elegant screwless finish- providing a warmer tone than typical new polished brass 
switches and sockets and has the added benefit of hiding fingerprints and small 
blemishes.

The Savoy Collection is a popular choice for period styled and statement properties 
and the warm brass tones and subtle aging lend an instant timelessness and 
elegant authenticity to any project. They also blend seamlessly with brick and 
natural stone. 
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Matt Black

This is part of our Matt Black range of sockets and switches. This range has a 
commanding appearance and flawless finish strikes a masculine tone and is a 
popular choice for eclectic, hip and contemporary stylised homes.

Antique Copper

This Antique Copper finish has been carefully matched to original pieces of Victorian 
copper cookware, giving a faithful representation of oxidised, timeworn copper, with 
a rich matt patina.

These heritage switches and sockets add vintage authenticity to any well-designed 
period or historical spaces, while also working well in modern and contemporary 
settings that will benefit from eye-catching ornamental embellishment to wall and 
room features.

The plates in our Heritage range are hand finished to create an aged appearance. 
This means that no two plates look exactly the same, adding to their authentic look.
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Antique Brass

This luxury Antique Brass is brushed and aged to create the warmest of our 
finishes and a perfect complement for many period styles.

The Charterhouse collection's timeless appearance and stylish screwless 
aged brass finish provides a warmer tone than the Savoy collection and 
naturally conceals fingerprints and small blemishes- making it a great choice 
for high traffic use and young families.

Bronze

The sumptuously rich dark qualities of this matt bronze finish from is undeniably 
classic and looks resplendant in period style interiors.

The screwless matt metal faceplate boasts a subtle sheen authentically replicating 
years of consistent use
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Polished Chrome

Polished Chrome is generally considered to suit modern/contemporary 
styles. However this Polished Chrome range also complements period 
styles such as art deco - arts and crafts and other homes of distinction. It 
looks particularly striking when set against darker finishes - wood or 
panelling.

It is also a popular choice for bathrooms and kitchens as it often harmonises 
with other polished chrome fittings such as taps, towel rails or appliances.

This range comes in a choice of either black or white trims, black trims are a 
more popular choice for more modern/contemporary interior styles.

Black Nickel

The distinctive look and stylish screwless finish of this luxury screwless black 
nickel with a black Trim provides a perfect complement to modern/contemporary 
kitchens with black appliances - modern bathrooms or rooms with televisions or 
other popular electrical equipment.

This is a popular choice for modern and contemporary styled interiors and works 
seamlessly in kitchens with Black Nickel taps and fittings.
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Vintage Brass

This Vintage Brass Traditional Plate finish has been carefully matched to 
original Georgian and Victorian brass works such as door handles and 
cabinetry details, giving a faithful representation of heavily oxidised, un-
polished, timeworn brass, with a rich sumptuous dark matt patina.

These heritage switches and sockets add vintage authenticity to any well-
designed period or historical spaces, while also working well in modern and 
contemporary settings that will benefit from eye-catching ornamental 
embellishment to wall and room features.

The plates in our Heritage range are hand finished to create an aged 
appearance. This means that no two plates look exactly the same, adding to 
their authentic look.

Brushed/Satin Chrome

This Brushed Chrome collection has a distinctive appearance and the stylish 
screwless finish provides a warmer tone than polished chrome and has the 
added benefit of hiding fingerprints and small blemishes.

The smooth rounded edges and subtle lustre and sheen finish give this collection 
an understated style which makes it compatible with most interiors making it a 
very popular choice.
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